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Abstract
Within a Multi Agent System (MAS) environment,
principled metrics are developed that encapsulate the
structure and performance of organizations. From
extensive
simulation
work,
we
can
explore
performance/cost/structure
trade-offs;
and,
by
incorporating data visualization techniques, we can
observe the emergence of organization classes and begin
to identify optimum organizational structures to meet
specified constraints and tasks.
We illustrate our
approach through specific examples and suggest future
directions.

1. Background and motivation
An organization be it a government health care system,
a distributed (i.e. spatially and/or temporally separated)
sensor array system, birds in a flock, or nodes in a
telecommunications network, will usually exhibit
emergent behavior. This emergent behavior is typically
unintended and detrimental [2]. Not all emergent behavior
is unfavorable: positive emergence can be found in ant
path planning, bird flocking and the Internet [4, 5]. An
organization with positive emergence is usually described
as “a whole greater than the sum of its parts” [6-8].
Organizations that are closely linked to their environment
and display adaptability and robustness to change are
known as self-organizing systems [5, 6, 9].
In the past, man-made systems and organizations for
the creation and maintenance of products have been
relatively easy to design, understand and alter. This,
however, is changing [2, 6, 7]. We can see this by
comparing trends in agent function and use within current
organizations and systems, with the subsequent challenge
to our understanding of organizational behavior (see
Table I, adapted from [4]).
Unfortunately, we have only a limited principled
methodology
of
how
to
organize
complex,
interdependent, heterogeneous, semi-autonomous agents
– and the infrastructure to support them – into aggregates
with predictable, reliable, and stable behavior on a very
large scale [4]. We also lack a solid understanding of

which types of organizational structures are appropriate to
which organizational function; a centralized organization
favors complex but static problems, whereas a
decentralized system will work well for a dynamic
problem when the costs of reconfiguration are low [1],
but there are many other organizational types (c.f.
discussion about organizational spectrum in [10]) and
requirements.
TABLE I
TRENDS AND CHALLENGES TO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF ORGANIZATIONS
Trends in
Organizations/Systems
Increase in number of
agents

Challenge to out Understanding
As agents are social, they communicate; if
every agent is connected to every other
agent, they will have a ‘communications
overload’. Agents may then spend more
time processing information rather than
acting on it. Building a system that
balances information overload with global
coordination is a challenge [1].

Increase in agent
specialization

It is easier to make agent skills domain
specific, rather than build a generic agent.
However, efficient and effective agent
coordination is required if heterogeneous
agent cooperation is required to solve a
problem. Specialization may also lead to
centralized control.

Decrease in agent
capability

Simple agents are easier to maintain.
However, the desired behaviors in the
organization may have to be engineered to
emerge out of the simple agents’
interactions, rather than explicitly design
them in [1].

Decrease in resources
and resource slack

As resources in a system are reduced, the
interdependence between the agents
increases. This requires good resource
allocation and agent coordination [3].

These uncertainties are becoming more apparent to
industry; quoting Sir Richard Evans, chairman of the
defense company BAE SYSTEMS, “Systems capability has
become more important than individual technologies and
products. Obviously it’s easier to make a single item,
however sophisticated, than to integrate it into a large
environment of complex devices and understand how it
will perform” [11].

This critical issue can be applied not only to products
but to entire systems and even organizations that exhibit
high levels of interactivity and complexity. To explore
these questions, we utilize Multi Agent Systems (MAS).
MAS can be seen as a collection of autonomous
entities which interact with each other locally, affecting
the global behavior of a system. Therefore agents are an
appropriate way of exploring the questions raised above
[12]. Unfortunately the MAS field (e.g. load balancing
[13]), while advancing research in the architecture for
individual agents and agent communications, has placed
the exploration of agent society and organization as a
peripheral theme, “primarily a specific coordination
technique – not really one of the central intellectual issues
of the field” [14, 15]. However, by emphasizing the
plurality of agents and the organizational structure that
binds them, the focus is shifted from designing
((intelligent agent) systems) to (intelligent (agent
systems)). This may initially seem to be counterintuitive,
but as agents get smarter, their functionality in fact
reduces [1].
The increasing trends for complexity in industry and
the lack of explicit MAS research into organizations
outside of coordination techniques is the basis for the
following research questions:
• An organization’s behavior/performance primarily is a
function of its environment, the composition of the
individual agents and therefore the way they interact; how
agents are connected determines the organizational
structure [3, 10, 16]. How do we measure and relate the
relationships between structure and performance?
• Which organizational structures or attributes (e.g.
centralized, hierarchical) are more suited to which
performance requirement, how and why?
• How can you describe the cost/benefit trade off as a
function of an organization’s structure?

Note that cost is defined as either a financial or biasing
(i.e. promote or avoid some specified factor) attribute that
is a function of the individual members in the
organization, the cost of maintaining the organization and
the cost of procuring the organization. For example,
homogeneous organizations tend to be cheaper to procure
and operate compared to organization comprised of
heterogeneous members. Benefit is defined as a
performance measure of how well the organization
performs, such as resilience to individual failure,
changing environmental conditions or achieving certain
tasks within time and/or cost constraints. Usage of the
term “cost” refers to all of these conditions
To examine these research questions, an extendable
simulation that can construct organizations of varying

complexity and size to solve simple tasks was developed.
The primary goals of the simulation is to provide a test
bed to measure organizational structures and relate this to
various performance metrics. The agents in the
simulation, if communicating, do not do so explicitly, but
use stigmergy which leads to emergent behaviors, and
this simplifies the structural analysis of the organization.

2. Organizational Metrics Concept
Demonstrator
The Java based Organizational Metrics Concept
Demonstrator (OMCD) creates a MAS scenario to
examine the emergent organizational behavior of
homogenous and heterogeneous agents, whose
composition determines the organization’s structure and
therefore performance.
The simulation is based on a two-dimensional grid
which has no boundary conditions where the agents have
a simple “find and remove” objective. The agents move
around the grid using a random walk searching for one or
more ‘targets’. When a target appears within an agent’s
search range, the agent communicates that a potential
target has been found by placing a communication
‘signal’ around the target. The signal is strongest at the
source, and tails off to zero at the edges. Agents that can
remove targets and are inside the signal’s region will
travel up the signal gradient to the source. This is a form
on non-explicit communication that relies on stigmergy.
Signals remain until the target is removed and can
overlap, implying that agents will move up the steepest
possible slope. To summarize, an agent, j, will have one
or more capabilities, i, defined as cij where
j ∈ ` ∧ j ≤ N a , i = {search, remove, communicate} and
TABLE II
LIST OF AGENT CAPABILITIES AND DEFINITIONS
Capability
Search

Description
The distance at which agent can sense a target.
Defined as a range where c{search} ∈ ` and

( c{

search}, j

Remove

) (

> c{remove}, j ∨ c{search}, j = 0

) for ∀j

The distance at which agent can remove a target.
Defined as a range where c{remove} ∈ ` and
Na

∑ c{
j

remove}, j

>0

This ensures that the simulation can end.
Communicate

The distance a signal will travel when placed over a
target. Defined as a range where c{communicate} ∈ ` and

c{communicate}, j > 0 ⇔ c{search}, j > 0

for

∀j

3. Structural metrics
The previous section introduced a simulated scenario
that simply by varying the capabilities of agents, the
corresponding global behavior changes due to their
interactions. This section discusses how these interactions
can be described and recorded. Using non-temporal
interaction matrices, the relationship between agents and
targets can be recorded and measured. An example of a
relationship chart is provided in Fig. 1. Similar
approaches on visualizing agent conversations can be
found in [18]. Note that the term An{Search} implies that
an agent has a search capability, and by definition (see
Table II) a communications capability, but no ability to
remove targets.
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3.1. Centrality of communication

Respond
to Signal

A2

TABLE III
EXAMPLE INTERACTION MATRIX TABULATING THE RELATIONSHIPS
IN FIGURE 1

The interaction matrix, M, can be used to measure
various structural properties, which are discussed below.

T0
A0

Based on these network graphs, we can construct an
interaction matrix, M, that details the direction of
interaction and the interaction itself so that it can be
further examined, as shown in Table III. As the
interactions are non-explicit an agent’s causal command
can only be linked to an agent (A0{Respond to Signal} Æ
A1), rather than an agent’s sensing function. If the agents
were more complex, there would be merit in detailing
which agent function affected which other agent’s
function.

From

Na is the total number of agents in the organization. cij
describes the range of capability i; if no capability is
present, cij is zero. Capability definitions along with
mutually exclusive and overriding conditions are listed in
Table II. Validation of the model and further details about
the simulation are covered in [17].

End Response
(Signal Removed)

Suspect &
Signal
Removed

T0

Fig. 1. Events and relationship between agents and targets of potential
scenario. Shown are three targets, T0, T1 and T2 and three agents, Agent
A0 {Search}, A1 {Remove} and A2 {Remove}. Agent A0 finds T0 and T1
and deploys a separate signal for each target. At the same time, agent A2
discovers T2 without the aid of a signal and automatically removes T2
because signals are not a prerequisite for target removal in this particular
scenario. Agents A1 and A2 both respond the A0’s signal for T0, as they
are within the signal range and have a remove capability. A1 arrives
before A2 and removes T0, leaving it to indirectly inform itself and A2 to
stop moving up the signal gradient by removing the target and signal
placed there. Following that, A2 proceeds to find and remove S1,
following A0’s signal. The
symbol is short-hand for describing agents
indirectly instructing themselves. For the sake of diagrammatic clarity,
targets appear twice to allow for an event based representation (top to
bottom) of the process. Such an approach will differ from a temporal
representation.

Centralization refers to overall integration or cohesion
of a network graph, indicating the extent to which a graph
is organized around its most central point [19, 20]. We
use this as a measure of the degree of centralization. The
degree of a point is defined by the number of arrows
efferent or afferent to the point in a network graph [19,
20].
The following equation has been adapted from the
concept of degree centrality to cope with multiple links.
Rather than give the centrality of the entire organization,
it measures the centrality of communication; whilst other
approaches take unconnected nodes into account, this
method ignores them. The centrality of communication,
CC, is given by:
CC =

1 Na ⎛ k j ⎞
∑ ⎜1 − ⎟ where k j > 0
n j =1 ⎝ k ∗ ⎠

(1)

The denominator k ∗ is the largest number of arrows
afferent and efferent from a point or points in the
organization, and n refers to the global number of
connections between agents. Either agents are connected
so n = n + 1 , or they are not. This is regardless of the
number of links. Na refers to the number of agents in the

organization. It is important to note that the centralization
of communication metric is time-dependant, as k ∗ can
change. In the implementation considered here, this
metric is applied to organizations that are considered
stable.

3.2. Degree hierarchy
The notion of degree of hierarchy is based on the idea
that all complex systems, including informal
organizations, have a certain level of hierarchy [21, 22].
Krackhardt [23] developed a measure of degree of
hierarchy that indicates the extent to which relations
among the individuals in the organization are “ordered,”
and there is little, if any, reciprocity. This measure of
degree of hierarchy is defined as follows:
⎛V ⎞
HD =1− ⎜ ∗ ⎟
⎝V ⎠

The specialization of agents in an organization is
defined as the uniqueness of a single agent relative to
other agents, which is useful when comparing different
organizations’ capability distributions, particularly where
the number of agents for each group is different. We do
this by measuring the normalized deviation of each
agent’s capability in relation to the group average, given
by:
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

j

3.4. Heterogeneity of capabilities
The heterogeneity of capabilities, Sh, looks at how
capabilities are distributed throughout the organization. If
the sum of each capability throughout the group is equal,
Sh is zero. The greater the difference, the more Sh will
tend towards 1. For this comparison to work, cij = {0,1} ,
where 1 is defined as the maximum possible capability
value, rather than actual group maximum, if it is known.
Sh is defined as:

Sh =

1
Na

⎛ C Na ⎞
− ∑ cij ⎟
⎜
∑
i =1 ⎝ N c
j =1
⎠
Nc

2

(4)

Where

3.3. Agent specialization

Na ⎛ c − c
1
i
ij
⎜
∑
2 ( N a − 1) j =1 ⎜ ci
⎝

of the quantity or quality, Sc will be ‘1’.

(2)

Where V is the number of unordered or reciprocated links
in the organization (i.e. A0 is linked to A1 and A1 is linked
to A0), and V* is the sum of all links in the organization.
A graph that is completely hierarchical will have no
“reciprocated” or symmetrical links. The degree of
hierarchy in a completely hierarchical network graph will
be ‘1’, whereas a completely non-hierarchical graph will
be indicated by a value of ‘0’.

Sci =

Sc j is zero. If only one agent has a capability, regardless

for

0 < i ≤ Nc

Nc N a

C = ∑∑ cij

(5)

i =1 j =1

4. Performance metrics
Performance metrics are more specific to the
organization compared to the generally generic structural
metrics. However, while the performance metrics
discussed here are specific to the OMCD, the concepts
can be applied to different domains.

4.1. Time taken to reach termination condition
The termination condition of the simulation is defined
as the removal of all targets in the environment. The time
taken, τ, to remove all the targets is the average time
taken from a set of simulations, or epochs ε, based on a
single scenario configuration, but with random start
positions. The average time taken has an error margin
determined through standard statistical methods [24]. The
normalized time taken is defined as:

(3)

Where Nc refers to the number of capabilities and cij to
the value of capability i where i ≤ N c specific to agent j
where j ≤ N a . This can either be true or false, or a
quantity, so cij = 0 ∨ 1 or cij = 0 ∨ ` . The quantity refers
either to a physical factor, or a relative level of quality.
The above metric allows us to find the uniqueness of a
capability across a group of agents. If all agents in an
organization have a capability in equal measure, then

τ =

τ ⎛

Nc
Na
⎞
⎜ wNa ⋅ N a + ∑ wci ⋅ ∑ cij ⎟
D⎝
i =1
j =1
⎠

(6)

Where D is the grid area and τ is the average time taken.
The number of agents and each agent capability is
normalized over the entire data set so that N a
Na

and ∑ cij for ∀j = {0,1} . Weights can be assigned to the
i =1

number of agents, wN a and the individual capabilities,

in Section 1. There are significant drawbacks in using
such a weighting system for bias allocation that are well
documented, and other alternatives will be considered,
but for this analysis, this approach is acceptable.

4.2. Contribution to global utility
The contribution to global utility is simply a score that
an agent has, based on the number of agent to agent and
agent to target connections afferent and efferent to it,
normalized by the number epochs required for scenario
convergence. Applying this definition to Table II, the
Agent A0 would be the highest scoring agent. A more
developed approach could be implemented where there is
a weighting between the removal of targets and the
centrality of an agent, but the weighting would be
subjective, and so is avoided in this initial analysis.

4.3. Robustness to failure
The robustness metric measures the impact of
organizational failure. This can be defined in several
ways, such as failure of homogeneous agents, random
failure, or failure based on a set criterion. The approach
taken here is the latter, and is defined as the difference
between normal time taken to remove all targets, τ , and
the time taken after a specified agent has been removed,
τ ′ , defined as the one with the highest contribution to
global utility.
A more detailed discussion of the interaction chart, the
interaction matrix, M, and how (1 – 5) can be
implemented for a given M, as well as further
normalization techniques for comparison of different
OMCD organizations is provided in [25].

5. Cost vs. performance analysis in
homogeneous organizations
We have previously demonstrated how we can link one
performance attribute to one structural metric, namely
robustness to centrality [10]. We now cover
multidimensional data analysis of organizations. We
begin the analysis using simple homogeneous agent
organization scenarios that examine the cost/performance
relationship of this model. The benefit of using
homogeneous organizations to introduce our analysis and
explore the search space is the implication that the
structural metrics become uniform throughout the
analysis. This implies that CC , H D → 0 for ε → ∞ , and
that at very low τ conditions, CC and HD will appear
more volatile given a computationally-viable acceptable
error for the standard deviation. Furthermore as all agents

are uniform, when checking for robustness, removing any
random agent would result in a similar τ ′ .
The dataset comprises of the following range of agent
organizations:
numberOfAgents = 3 TO 9 STEP 1 {
agentSearchRange = 0 TO 50 STEP 10 {
agentRemoveRange = 0 TO 50 STEP 10 {
agentCommunicationsRange = 0 TO 50 STEP 10 {
… }}}}

A configuration is maintained as long as the agent
combination meets the validity criteria outlined in Table
II. All other environmental conditions are kept constant;
the unbounded environment size is 100 unit2 and the
number of targets is three.
Fig. 2. shows the normalized time taken to remove all
targets, defined in (6) against robustness; the change in
normalized time to remove targets when an agent is
removed from an organization. The data points are
colored using a standard color gradient to represent a
third normalized dimension – structure. This can be
changed to represent the other metrics described in
Section 3. In this case, we look at the relationship
between agent density and performance.
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Fig. 2. Normalized time taken to remove all targets for a given
organization against the change in normalized time taken after one agent
is removed from the homogeneous organization. For the sake of clarity
this chart and subsequent charts represent a close up of the data, and do
not include all the outlying data points.

The optimal point for an organization where cost
efficiency, time to remove targets and impact of failure
are all equally important would be the point closest to the
origin. However, we find that some points have
“negative”
robustness.
These
points
represent
organizations with significant levels of redundancy. Since
the time taken is normalized over the attributes of the
agent organization, a “negative” time taken indicates that
similar performance was achieved using fewer resources.

Time Taken vs Robustness vs Removal Density with High Agent
and Removal Costs, Low Search and Communications Costs

6. Multidimensional data visualization of
heterogeneous organizations
To explore the behavior of heterogeneous
organizations, we examine a single premise in detail;
namely, the materiel cost of the organization is kept
constant with three agents and 37 unit2 of capabilities that
are distributed in every possible combination to the three
agents (i.e. the bracketed term in (6) is constant although
this changes for τ ′ ). The environmental conditions are
the same as in Section 5. In all, over 6,000 scenarios were
run. The resulting dataset is presented in Fig. 4.
Time Taken vs Robustness vs Degree Hierarchy
1.5

1.0

Robustness 1E+2 (%)

Note that the magnitude does not represent the extent of
redundancy, but indicates that it is present.
We also observe that organizations which contain
many agents have a reduced probability of suffering
significant setbacks when an agent is removed. This is to
be expected in homogeneous organizations. We also find
that the removal attribute is the most important when
determining the time taken. Changing the cost weightings
to discourage the use of the removal capability will
change the distribution of the data points, as shown in
Fig. 3.
To implement the cost analysis, capabilities that are
outside two standard deviations of the mean are removed.
This does not necessarily compromise the analysis as the
tail end of the data, which exhibits a Poisson distribution,
corresponds to sub optimal solutions for an organization.
This approach is also useful when visualizing the data, as
values far exceeding the standard deviation will place a
significant bias on the color gradient.
We have related organizational composition (number
of agents, capability distribution) to performance for
homogeneous organizations that have uniform
specialization, and negligible centrality and degree
hierarchies. As our aim is to relate performance to
structure which is a function of the composition, we now
consider heterogeneous organizations and appropriate
visualization methods of the complex multidimensional
relationships between structure and performance.
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Fig. 4. Normalized time taken to remove all targets for a heterogeneous
organization with fixed materiel.
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Fig. 3. Normalized time taken to remove all targets for the same
organizations in Fig. 2., where the cost of removal and number of agents
is increased by an order of magnitude, and the cost of communication
and search capabilities are reduced by the same amount. We see that
organizations around the optimal point tend to exhibit with low removal
densities.

The curve (Pareto frontier [26]) around the axis
represents the trade off between time taken and
robustness. Depending on requirements, an optimal point
along that curve can be determined. We can also
appreciate the relationship between degree hierarchy and
performance. In organizations where there is no
communication or perfectly reciprocal communication, so
HD = 0, there tends to be a high impact of failure,
although there is a region where HD = 0 organizations
cluster around the optimal. To explore further the reasons
for this we need to examine the possible correlations
between the different structural parameters.
The high-dimensional measurement space that results
from the use of numerous metrics requires the application
of powerful data visualization tools. One such tool is the
Self-Organizing Map (SOM), which SOM permits an
ordered two-dimensional representation of much higher
dimensional input spaces [27]. In essence, a SOM
employs unsupervised clustering techniques that can
reveal meaningful groupings of parameters that may form
distinct classes of organizations. A SOM for the data
generated from this scenario is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. SOM showing the U-matrix, the two performance outputs (Time
taken, and Robustness) and structural metrics that describe the
organizations.

Fig. 5 shows patterns in performance and structure that
allow us to make inferences concerning organizational
types. For example, in region A we see that as the remove
specialization increases, the time taken also increases.
This is because the removal skill is put to better
utilization when distributed amongst all the agents. We
also see that two types of high communications
specialization lead to both poor robustness performance
(region B) and good performance (region B’). Looking at
the centralization metric area that corresponds to B, we
see that the organization is behaving in a decentralized
manner. This implies that the communications capability
is not being utilized to its full potential. We also see that
as heterogeneity of the organization increases, there is a
general trend towards more centralized control. This
implies that the organization has some form of
coordination, and looking at the degree hierarchy, we
note that this coordination tends to be mainly
unidirectional, or top-down.

7. Conclusions and future work

demonstrated, provide a powerful means of visualizing
the relationships between multi-dimensional parameters
in a low-dimensional manner with the potential discovery
of key organizational types.
Our research program will be to extend the simulation
and analysis framework so that corresponding
organizational models can be incorporated into a
feedback learning system with more advanced costfunctions (incorporating procurement costs as well as
operational ones) to find and maintain organizations at a
required performance setting. Much of our work is
directed at the aerospace industry with specific
application domains such as Unmanned Air Vehicle
(UAV) composition based on mission requirements and
available inventory.
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